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PASSION FOR XC-SKIING

FINNISH SKI MAKING 
SINCE 1945
Peltonen was established in 1945 
by a talented skier and craftsman 
Toivo Peltonen. Originally hand-
crafted with manual tools from 
a single piece of wood, Peltonen 
skis quickly developed to an Olym-
pic-winning level. In 2011 Peltonen 
invested into a new state-of-the-
art production facility in Heinola – 
making it the world’s most modern 
ski factory.

With almost 80-years of knowledge 
of ski making, Peltonen continues to 
invest in product development and 
bringing new innovative products to 
market.

FROM THE WORLD’S MOST 
MODERN SKI FACTORY
In our factory in Heinola, Finland, 
passion goes into producing our skis 
and always looking for new technol-
ogies to make our skis even better. 
With an annual production capac-
ity of 100 000 pairs, the factory 
produces skis for race skiers, rec-
reational skiers, newcomers to the 
sport as well as children. Our WCR 
collection skis are manufactured on 
a specifically race skis specialized 
manufacturing line. The quality is 
monitored on top-of-class “SkiSe-
lector” measuring system.

PELTONEN SKI POLES 
COMPLETE THE RANGE
This season Peltonen brings a col-
lection of Ski poles to the range. 
Wide range of ski poles offer options 
from World Cup level to occasional 
recreational skiing. Eye-catching 
design and well-thought-out func-
tionality run through the range. Our 
best, competition poles Peltonen 
R1 and R1 Sprint fill the high stan-
dards of competing athletes with 
exceptional lightness, durability and 
swing. 
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FROM TRACKS TO TERRAIN:  
FIND YOUR PERFECT SKI  

WITH PELTONEN

Racing collection skis are for 
the active skier who’s looking 

for great quality and functionality 
from their skis. 

Familiar looks and many same 
technologies from WCR skis.

RACING

WCR
Our World Cup level 
skis are the choice 

for race skiers and active 
skiers who are looking for the 

best possible skis. 

Manufacturing process uses best 
available technologies and mate-

rials to ensure the Wolrd Cup 
level quality. Available in dif-

ferent weather profiles.

COLLECTION
Supra X 

Infra X 

Supra X LW  

Infra X LW  

COLLECTION
Supra C 

Infra C 

Supra C LW 

Infra C Skin

Whether you count seconds on tracks or want to explore difficult terrains, 
Peltonen offers skis in different categories to fit your needs. Our race skiing 
collections WCR and Racing are for race skiers and active skiers looking for 

the best technologies and performance. Active and Outdoor categories on the 
other hand combine quality and functionality for the needs of a recreational 
skier. When terrains get more difficult or you want to get off the tracks, our 

backcountry collection will help you to enjoy the unexplored paths.
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OUTDOOR

Skis for recreational skier 
looking to enjoy winter and 

outdoors at their own pace. Easy to 
maintain and ski. Great options for 

new skier looking to get into the 
sport.

BACK- 
COUNTRY

When you want to find your 
own paths. Peltonen Backcountry  
skis are made for exploring and 
enjoying the nature, especially 

off the tracks. 

ACTIVE

Active category offers quality 
for recreational skiers, combining 

good function and skiability. Excel-
lent skis to enjoy skiing, also for 

longer distances.

COLLECTION
Metsä

Hunter

COLLECTION
SkinTrack

Cruiser

G-GRIP Fuse

G-GRIP Tiger JR

Sonic Step JR

COLLECTION
Acadia Skate

Acadia Classic

SkinPro
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Peltonen WCR skate ski with an improved Nomex Honeycomb Core construction 
combined with a reshaped tip and tail makes skiing more stable and relaxed. A 
stiffer front section of the ski increases gliding properties during uphill skiing. Core 
construction with a lower camber creates better glide in all snow conditions. This ski 
also comes with a a new Fluor Free Nano High Speed base material that improves 
glide in higher speeds. The Supra X skate is also available with the Nano High Speed 
Wet base material for wet conditions.

Lengths 181, 188, 193
Base Nano High Speed / WSB
Profiles	 Hard track / Universal track
Flexes Medium, Stiff, XStiff (193)

SUPRA X SKATE

Peltonen Skate skis offer skis for racing and 
recreational skiers without forgetting the future 
champions. Our World Cup level ski, Supra X, is 
available in different weather profiles – for optimal 
performance in different weather conditions.  

SKATE SKIS
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The Supra C skate has several high-end qualities that can also be found in the WCR 
skis. A low profile Aircell core with an improved tip and tail gives a very comfortable 
and stable skiing experience. The universal profile with a racing level base material 
works perfectly in most snow conditions. Flexes available in uniquely wide range - also 
for heavy weight skiers.

Lengths 174, 181, 188, 193
Base Nano High Speed
Profiles	 Universal
Flexes Medium, Stiff, Stiff+

SUPRA C SKATE

Peltonen Supra X LW skis provides World Cup level performance for junior skiers 
with many of the same top features found in WCR and racing collections. The LW skis 
are available for skiers up to 55 kg.

Lengths 153, 160, 167, 174
Base Nano High Speed
Profiles	 Universal
Flexes Medium (153-174), Stiff (174)

SUPRA X LW SKATE

The Supra C LW is the first racing skate ski for the future champions. The high quality 
PRG 4100 base material helps to improve glide in all snow conditions.

Lengths 132, 139, 146, 153, 160, 167
Base PRG 4100
Profiles	 Universal

SUPRA C LW SKATE

Excellent quality at an excellent price: Acadia is the lightest ski in its price category. 
The performance of Acadia even meets the requirements of a World-Loppet skier. 
Stiffnesses up to 120 kg make the Acadia a good choice for a diversity of skiers.

Lengths 167, 174, 181, 188, 193
Base PRG 3600
Profiles	 Universal
Flexes Medium, Stiff

ACADIA SKATE

Nomex is extra light, Kevlar-
reinforced honeycomb construction 
with top-class power transmission 

features. Due to the dynamic 
action of the construction it is used 

especially in race skis.

AirCell is a nanoepoxy  
reinforced cellular structure. This 

construction enables very light 
skis and it provides many top-class 

skiing features to active and 
recreational skiers.

AirChannel is a composite 
structure made of wood and  

glass fiber. This structure targeted 
towards recreational skiers offers 

easy skiablity and enjoyable  
smooth skiing action.
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Peltonen WCR classic ski for classic race XC-skiing. An improved Nomex Honeycomb 
Core construction with higher profile gives more space for kick wax and less drag for 
better glide. In addition, the higher and more elastic wax pocket gives excellent, easier 
kick action without sacrificing glide. This ski comes with a new Fluor Free Nano High 
Speed base material which improves glide in higher speeds. The Infra X classic is also 
available with the Nano High Speed Wet base material for wet conditions.

Lengths 188, 195 , 202, 207
Base Nano High Speed / WSB / Infra zero
Profiles	 Universal / Cold
Flexes Medium, Stiff

INFRA X CLASSIC

Whether you’re looking for a world cup level classic 
skis or only getting to the sport – Peltonen classic skis 
are made with attention to detail so you can focus on 
the track. All models have lightweight construction 
using AirCell or Nomex technologies. Infra X is 
available in different weather profiles – for optimal 
performance in different weather conditions.  

CLASSIC SKIS

UNIVERSAL/COLD -PROFILES
Long and low wax pocket that closes easily. Choose low wax 
pocket for cold and soft snow and a bit higher wax base for 
harder snow conditions.

WET/KLISTER -PROFILES
High wax pocket. Red Wet Snow Base (WSB) helps 
to channel excess water under the sole of the ski and 
provides better glide on wet snow.
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Peltonen Infra C classic comes with the same easy to ski construction as the WCR 
classic skis. Very elastic wax pocket - less kick power is needed to compress grip 
zone. There is also a lot of space for kick wax, which reduces drag and increases the 
gliding properties of the ski. A universal profile with a racing level base material works 
perfectly in most snow conditions. Wide range of flexes - available also for heavy 
weight skiers.

Lengths 188, 195 , 202, 207
Base Nano High Speed
Profiles	 Universal
Flexes Medium, Stiff

INFRA C CLASSIC

Peltonen Infra X LW is a classic racing ski for juniors. The super light Aircell Honeycomb 
core and PRG 4100 racing base guarantee excellent performance in various snow 
conditions.

Lengths 153, 160, 167, 174, 181
Base PRG 4100
Profiles	 Universal
Flexes Medium (153-181),  
 Stiff (174-181)

INFRA X LW CLASSIC

A wide range of lengths and flexes makes Acadia a good training ski even for a World-
Loppet skier. Stiffnesses up to 120 kg make the Acadia a good choice for a diversity 
of skiers.

Lengths 181, 188, 195 , 202, 207
Base PRG 3600
Profiles	 Universal
Flexes Medium, Stiff

ACADIA CLASSIC

Nomex is extra light, Kevlar-
reinforced honeycomb construction 
with top-class power transmission 

features. Due to the dynamic 
action of the construction it is used 

especially in race skis.

AirCell is a nanoepoxy  
reinforced cellular structure. This 

construction enables very light 
skis and it provides many top-class 

skiing features to active and 
recreational skiers.

AirChannel is a composite 
structure made of wood and  

glass fiber. This structure targeted 
towards recreational skiers offers 

easy skiablity and enjoyable  
smooth skiing action.



G-Grip skis are based on Peltonen G-GripTM nanotechnology. 
The skis are in their element in conditions where grip waxing 
is normally difficult – like coarse spring snow or glazed tracks. 
Grip and glide experience to fit the needs of a recreational 
skier without any grip or ski glide wax. G-Grip skis are easy  
to maintain, only wipe the base of your skis if dirty.  
The G-Grip coating stays good even after 2000km  
of skiing.  Ideal for low-speed recreational skiing.

G-GRIP™

GRIP AND GLIDE  
WITHOUT WAXING
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Just grab your skis and go - no grip or glide wax needed. Bit shorter, easy to handle ski 
is made for for beginners and recreational skiers. Made with light weight Aircell core. 
Sold together Rottefella Basic automatic binding.

Lengths 160, 170, 180
Base G-Grip coating
Profiles	 Universal

G-GRIP FUSE CLASSIC

Easy-going Tiger for waxfree action! A premium junior ski with attracting graphics, 
woodcap construction, sintered base and G-GRIP coating for fun, waxfree 
performance. Available also with Rottefella Start bindings pre-installed. 

Lengths 100-170 / 10 cm
Base G-Grip coating

G-GRIP TIGER CLASSIC

Cool Sonic is the right choice for the first ski for children. Easy to ski for a beginner. 
Easy to use Rottefella Start bindings. Sonic comes with wax free step base.

Width  45 mm
Lengths  100-160 / 10 cm

SONIC STEP CLASSIC

G-Grip Cruiser is developed as steady and comfortable entry ski and introduction to 
the world of xc-skiing. The Airchannel construction together with G-Grip treatment 
enables carefree skiing with no need for waxing. The G-Grip works best between +5- 
-10 degrees providing comfortable grip and skiing experience. Choosing Cruiser skis 
is simple: ski length 155 cm for skier up to 170 cm tall. The 170 cm ski is for skiers 
taller than 170 cm.

Width 52 mm
Lengths 155, 170
Base G-Grip coating
Profiles	 Universal

CRUISER CLASSIC



Peltonen Skin skis are designed  
specifically for optimal performance with 
skins. Equipped with 100 % mohair skins, 
Peltonen Skin skis provide great grip and 
glide on the tracks. With Skin skis you get as 
good glide as with waxed skis – without the 
need to wax. Add Rottefella Move binding 
to further improve your skiing experience.

SKIN

THE UNIQUE  
PELTONEN  
SKIN SkI

GLIDE

GRIP

  
MOVE™  
BINDING
Moving the binding on the ski is an 
effective and easy way to adjust the 
grip and glide. With MOVE™ Switch, 
you can move the binding without 
removing the boot from binding.

GLIDE

G R I P
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Peltonen Infra C Skin is a perfect choice for all skiers with decent classic technic. 
Mohair race skin combined with dynamic working Nomex Honeycomb core, gives 
excellent performance in all snow condition. With bit softer flex choise it also gives 
unique skiing experience for recretational skiers. Available also for heavy weight skiers.

INFRA C SKIN

Peltonen SkinPro is an excellent training ski for active skiers or even for racing 
skiers. This extremely popular ski is built with our special SkinPro Mohair kick waxless 
technology - it enables easy preparation and handling of ski and no need for kick waxing. 
SkinPro Mohair skin offer superior grip and glide in all snow conditions and temperatures. 
With the new MOVE binding you can set your preferred grip and glide. Racing series aircell 
construction and top quality graphite base.

SKINPRO

Lengths 181, 188, 195, 202, 207
Base PRG 4100
Skin Mohair Race
Profiles	 Universal
Flexes Medium, Stiff, Stiff+

Lengths 174, 181, 188, 195 , 202, 207
Base PRG 4100
Skin Mohair 100%
Profiles	 Universal
Flexes Medium, Stiff, XStiff

Peltonen SkinTrack is a good choice for recreational skiers to enjoy careless skiing 
in easy, low profiled tracks. High quality mohair skin gives a good grip in all snow 
condition. MOVE binding system gives the possibility to optimize your skis according to 
skiing condition, body weight and skiing technique - while skiing.

SKINTRACK

Lengths 174, 181, 188, 195 , 202, 207
Base PRG 4100
Skin Mohair 100%
Profiles	 Universal
Flexes Medium, Stiff

Rottefella Move™ Switch Kit
Rottefella Move™ Race Kit

RECOMMENDED BINDS

Rottefella Move™ Switch Kit
Rottefella Move™ Race Kit

RECOMMENDED BINDS

Rottefella Move™ Switch Kit
Rottefella Move™ Race Kit

RECOMMENDED BINDS



BACKCOUNTRY

READY TO EXPLORE
When you want to find your own paths. Peltonen Backcountry skis are made for exploring and enjoying 

the nature, especially off the tracks. The light and narrowed tip on Metsä skis make it easy to lift 
them even in deep snow. Hunter skis come in handy when the terrains are challenging, and traditional 

backcountry skis get difficult to handle. Pair both Metsä and Hunter skis with the Deep Snow poles, 
designed for deep snow and difficult conditions.
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A special ski with two different base options for deep snow skiing: Step and Skin. 
Very flexible tip for good floatation on deep powder snow. Perfect for hunting, fishing 
or ski touring. Handmade in Finland. 

Width 70 mm
Lengths 210, 230, 250, 270
Base Step, Skin
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METSÄ BC

HUNTER SKIN BC

Lengths 499 mm, 599 mm

REPLACEMENT SKIN
The skin changing interval is about 1500-2000 km under normal 
conditions, the interval can be shorter under abrasive conditions. For  
Metsä and Hunter skis. Lengths 120 - 160 cm / 5 cm

Basket ᴓ 14 cm

DEEP SNOW POLE
Carbon fiber reinforced ski pole for deep snow. Thermo handle.

BC Magnum 
Xplore

RECOMMENDED BINDS

Wide ski with mohair skin for sking in deep snow. Shorter and wider design allows 
sking even in difficult terrains, where a traditional backcountry ski is difficult to 
handle. Use for hunting, fishing or in work use. 

Width 110 mm
Lengths 180
Base Skin, Mohair 100%

BC Magnum 
Xplore

RECOMMENDED BINDS



Wide range of ski poles from our World Cup 
level ski poles to ski poles for slower paced 
recreational skiing. The new Peltonen ski 
poles bring eye-catching design and well-
thought-out functionality.

SKI  
POLES

R1 is extremely light and exceptionally durable skiing pole for racing. Also available in 
customizable length.

Lengths 130-185/2,5 cm
Shaft 100 % XT-60 Carbon
Basket RXrace 8,5
Grip RXrace cork
Stiffness 2.4

FULL  CARBON
XT 60

LIGHT SWING

R1 sprint is well suitable also for heavy weight skiers. Also available in customizable 
length.

Lengths 130-185/2,5 cm
Shaft 100 % XT-60 Carbon
Basket RXrace 8,5
Grip RXrace cork
Stiffness 2.6

FULL  CARBON
XT 60

LIGHT SWING

RACE STRAP  
AND BASKET
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Exceptionally durable, made of 100 % high modulus carbon fiber. R2 skiing pole fits 
both for race skiers and active skiers. Also available in customizable length.

FULL  CARBON
HM 100

HIGH MODULUS

Lengths 135-175 cm
Shaft 100 % HM 100 Carbon
Basket RXrace 8,5
Grip RXrace cork
Stiffness 2.3

R3 holds many features of a top-skiing pole in a very competitive price. Fits perfectly 
to active skiers skiing long distances. Made of 100 % high strength carbon fiber to 
ensure enough stiffness. Also available in customizable length.

Lengths 135-175 cm
Shaft 100 % HS 100 Carbon
Basket RXrace 8,5
Grip RXrace cork
Stiffness 2.1

RACE SKIING POLES  
FOR FUTURE CHAMPIONS

A pole designed specifically for junior racers. 90 % carbon fiber. Lengths 110-140 cm
Shaft 90 % Carbon
Basket RXrace 8,5
Grip RXrace cork
Stiffness 1.9

TIGER

Excellent skiing pole for actively skiing young and starting race skiers. Great quality 
for the price. 50 % Carbon fiber shaft.

Lengths 110-140 cm
Shaft 50 % Carbon
Basket RXrace 8,5
Grip RXrace cork
Stiffness 1.6

FULL  CARBON
HM 100

HIGH MODULUS



Zenith skiing pole offers many top-qualities on a reasonable price 80 % carbon fiber 
shaft gives good stiffness.

Lengths 120-170 cm
Shaft 80 % Carbon

ZENITH 80% HM Carbon

Light, 60 % carbon fiber composite pole fits the needs of an active skier. Due to 
its stiffness, this pole work well for skate style.

Lengths 120-170 cm
Shaft 60 % Carbon

ACADIA

Astra in an excellent choice for recreational skier. The shaft is made of 40 % 
carbon fiber and is therefore also suitable as skate skiing pole for lighter skiers.

Lengths 120-170 cm
Shaft 40 % Carbon

ASTRA

Stiff pole best suitable for classic skiing. The shaft is made of 30 % carbon fiber. Lengths 120-165 cm
Shaft 40 % Carbon

ALTUS

WIDE RANGE OF SKIING POLES  
FOR RECREATIONAL SKIERS
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Suitable especially for lighter skiers. Good function for recreational skier. Lengths 120-155 cm
Shaft Fiberglass

DELTA

Affordable skiing pole for occasional recreational skier. Suitable especially for 
light skiers.

Lengths 120-155 cm / 5 cm
Shaft Fiberglass

OMEGA

Solid shaft and a grip designed for children make Apollo ski pole a perfect choice 
for child’s first ski pole.  

Lengths 70-120 cm / 5 cm
Shaft Fiberglass

APOLLO
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CANADA
Canadian Wintersports Inc.

331 Regina Ave
Thunder Bay, Ontario  

P7B 5B7
tel. +1807-708-6879

email: info@canadianwintersports.com
www.canadianwintersports.com

CZECH REBUBLIC
INA SPORT spol. s r.o.

Dusikova 3/794
638 00 BRNO

tel. +420 545 422 431
fax. +420 545 422 430

email: inasport@inasport.cz
www.inasport.cz

ESTONIA
A2K Sport Oü

Paide mnt 9, 80042 Pärnu
tel. +372 44 52 936
fax. +372 44 52 938
email: info@a2k.ee

www.a2k.ee

FINLAND
Rapala VMC North Europe

Viilukatu 11
FIN-18130 Heinola
tel. +358-3-876070

email: info@normark.fi
www.normark.fi

FRANCE
Montaz SARL

255 Rúe Sebastien Charlety
73490 La Ravoire

tel. 04 79 72 95 33
fax. 04 79 72 94 68

email: christophe@worden.fr
www.worden.fr

GERMANY
Sport Klaus Weiss

Kapellenweg 1
78052 VS-Obereschach

tel. +49-7721-74847
fax. +49-7728-1409
gh@sportweiss.com

GREENLAND
Torrak!

Saamuap aqq. 10
P.O.Box 38

3911 Sisimiut
Greenland

ICELAND
Skidasport, Akureyri

ITALY
Gide Sport / Nicola Defrancesco

Via Riccardo Löwy
38035 Moena (TN)

tel. +39 0462 573386
email: info@gidesport.it

JAPAN
Lovett Corporation

2-22-14 Sugano Ichikawa
Chiba 272

tel. +81-473-262957
fax. +81-473-267565

email: info@lovett-corp.com
lovett@nifty.com

LATVIA
SIA „Gandrs” birojs
28 Kalnciema iela

Riga 1046
tel. +371 67 612624
fax. +371 67 614927

gandrs@gandrs.lv
www.gandrs.lv

LITHUANIA
UAB Pramogų slėnis

Santariškių g. 41-11,  Vilnius
Marijus@skigo.lt
+37065905057

RUSSIA
ZAO Normark

4A/bld.1., Gostinichny proezd Street ,
127106 Moscow

tel. +7 495 775 37 32
email: info@normark.ru

www.normark.ru

SLOVAKIA
Davorin Active Sports

Tatranská 243
059 86 Nová Lesná

tel. +421 905 503997
email: office@davorin.sk

www.davorin.sk

SWEDEN
Backcountry Equipment Ab

PL 4077
44794 Vårgårda

tel. +46-332-660250
fax. + 46-332-660251

email: info@backcountry.se

SWITZERLAND
Widmer Sport Import GmbH

Bölstrasse 45
8704 Herliberg

tel. +41 (0)79 558 50 50
email: info@widmer-sport-import.ch

USA
Enjoy Winter

Endurance Enterprises, Inc.
60 N Bryan Street

Madison, WI 53714
andyg@endurance-enterprises.com

tel: 1-406-585-2660

DISTRIBUTORS WORLDWIDE

MANUFACTURING
Peltonen Ski Oy

Viilukatu 11
FIN-18130 Heinola,

FINLAND
tel. +358-3-876070

factory@peltonenski.fi

www.peltonenski.fi


